
Dear whom it may concern 

I am writing with concern over the possible granting of a alcohol licence for the premises of 52a ash 
street, we live  and are concerned over application to grant a license, 

I feel it will cause issues more than we already have round here. We have parking problems, drug 
dealing problems and also alcoholics that think its ok to pee in my garden. plus as the shops on this 
corner of ash street have for several years only open during normal working hours. We like to make 
the most of the peace when these are closed. The entrance to the shop is 

 11pm shutting time 7 days a week also concerns me. 

We also believe that because there is also a shop that is operating about 100yds away offering the 
same service we  don’t see what the advantage is of having two of the same, this could also affect  
the established  business. 

We also have other tenants that have alcohol and other medical issues and have expressed that they 
would not like the idea of living this type of business, and have already approached the 
landlord of the building and expressed their concerns. Also for their safety on the basis that the front 
door of the shop is next to  and if they are serving alcohol it may give some 
customers a place to hang around in  doorway and consume their purchase. 

Please take these concerns seriously 

Thank you 

. 
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Dear whom it may concern 

I am writing with concern over the possible granting of a alcohol licence for the premises of 52a ash 
street, me and my son live  and are concerned over application to grant a 
license, 

I feel it will cause issues more than we already have round here. We have parking problems, drug 
dealing on back Forrest Rd, plus as the shops on this corner of ash street have for several years only 
open during normal working hours. We like to make the most of the peace when these are closed. 
The shop is  so 6am opening to 11pm shutting time 7 days a week also 
concerns me. I have very bad anxiety , depression and lots of noise and loud sounds are trigger 
points for me. I feel that the shop will bring extra stress and anxiety to me for 17 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. I also feel as though it will cause me not to leave my home as customers to the shop could 
congregate at  as it is next to the shop entrance. 

We also believe that because there is also a shop that is operating about 100yds away offering the 
same service we  don’t see what the advantage is of having two of the same, this could also affect  
the established  business. 

There are also have other tenants that have alcohol and other medical issues and have expressed 
that they would not like the idea of  this type of business, and have already approached 
the landlord of there concerns. 

Please take these concerns seriously 

Thank you 
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